Annual Conclave To Be Held
In New York At Waldorf
Astoria Hotel
By O. B. Denison '11
Secretary-Manager Alumni Association

Upon reaching the Institute Saturday morning and finding a glorious morning with a clear, blue sky and a soft breeze, I had to admit to myself that I was in a happy mood. The Institute has always been one of my favorite places, and the sight of the campus brought back memories of my own days at Tech. As I walked through the halls, I could feel the excitement building up among the alumni. The day was set to be a special one, with the Annual Conclave to be held at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York City. The hotel was filled with alumni from all over the country, eager to catch up with old friends and relive their college days.

The day began with a panel discussion on the future of the Institute, featuring several prominent alumni. The conversation was lively and engaging, with many attendees participating in the discussion. The atmosphere was one of enthusiasm and hope for the future of the Institute.

The highlight of the day was the Annual Conclave, which featured a keynote address by President Samuel W. Stratton. The President's speech was inspiring and uplifting, reminding everyone of the importance of the Institute and its role in society. The evening concluded with a gala dinner, where attendees enjoyed fine food and fine company.

The following morning, the alumni gathered for a special presentation by the Alumni Association. The presentation was focused on the work of the association and its goals for the future. The attendees were encouraged to get involved in the Alumni Association and to help support the Institute.

Overall, the Annual Conclave was a successful event, bringing together alumni from all over the country to celebrate their alma mater and to support its future. The Institute is fortunate to have such a strong and dedicated alumni community, and the Annual Conclave is a testament to the enduring spirit of Tech.
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chairmen of the Rush Committee and a member of the Election Committee. Wood is a member of Sigma Nu, a member of Pi Delta Epsilon, and also belongs to three honorary societies, the Bowyer Club, Pi Delta Kappa and Theta Tau. John C. Melcher, Managing Editor, who succeeded to his present position from the offices of Photographic Manager, is a native of Kansas City, Missouri. He entered the business as a stenographer, transferring from the Kansas City, The Conclave was the accepted right here I wish to express in the
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